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Assessment of the Impact of Modelling Axial Compression on PET Image
Reconstruction
Martin A. Belzunce1, a) and Andrew J. Reader1
King’s College London, Division of Imaging Sciences & Biomedical Engineering, 3rd Floor Lambeth Wing,
St Thomas’ Hospital, London (SE1 7EH), UK
Purpose: To comprehensively evaluate both the acceleration and image-quality impacts of axial compression
and its degree of modelling in fully 3D PET image reconstruction.
Method: Despite being used since the very dawn of 3D PET reconstruction, there are still no extensive
studies on the impact of axial compression and its degree of modelling during reconstruction on the end-point
reconstructed image quality. In this work, an evaluation of the impact of axial compression on the image
quality is performed by extensively simulating data with span values from 1 to 121. In addition, two methods
for modelling the axial compression in the reconstruction were evaluated. The first method models the axial
compression in the system matrix, while the second method uses an unmatched projector/backprojector,
where the axial compression is modelled only in the forward projector. The different system matrices were
analysed by computing their singular values and the point response functions for small subregions of the FOV.
The two methods were evaluated with simulated and real data for the Biograph mMR scanner.
Results: For the simulated data, the axial compression with span values lower than 7 did not show a decrease
in the contrast of the reconstructed images. For span 11, the standard sinogram size of the mMR scanner,
losses of contrast in the range of 5-10 percentage points were observed when measured for a hot lesion. For
higher span values the spatial resolution was degraded considerably. However, impressively, for all span values
of 21 and lower, modelling the axial compression in the system matrix compensated for the spatial resolution
degradation and obtained similar contrast values as the span 1 reconstructions. Such approaches have the
same processing times as span 1 reconstructions, but they permit significant reduction in storage requirements
for the fully 3D sinograms. For higher span values, the system has a large condition number and it is therefore
difficult to recover accurately the higher frequencies. Modelling the axial compression also achieved a lower
coefficient of variation but with an increase of intervoxel correlations. The unmatched projector/backprojector
achieved similar contrast values to the matched version at considerably lower reconstruction times, but at
the cost of noisier images. For a line source scan, the reconstructions with modelling of the axial compression
achieved similar resolution to the span 1 reconstructions.
Conclusions: Axial compression applied to PET sinograms was found to have a negligible impact for span
values lower than 7. For span values up to 21, the spatial resolution degradation due to the axial compression
can be almost completely compensated for by modelling this effect in the system matrix at the expense of
considerably larger processing times and higher intervoxel correlations, whilst retaining the storage benefit of
compressed data. For even higher span values, the resolution loss cannot be completely compensated possibly
due to an effective null space in the system. The use of an unmatched projector/backprojector proved to be
a practical solution to compensate for the spatial resolution degradation at a reasonable computational cost
but can lead to noisier images.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, in 3D positron emission tomography
(PET) axial compression is often used to reduce the
computational requirements of the image reconstruction
algorithms1. Nowadays, due to the progress in computa-
tional power, most PET scanners use list-mode or span-
1 reconstructions2–5. However, in 4D reconstruction the
computational cost and storage requirements for a time-
series consisting of up to 30 frames of fully 3D sinogram
data are still too demanding6,7, and hence a data com-
a)Electronic mail: martin.belzunce@kcl.ac.uk
pression method is still needed in order to reconstruct
images in a practical time. For this reason, axial com-
pression is still used in some scanners or reconstruction
frameworks to reduce the data size of each scan and the
computation times during reconstruction. For time-of-
flight (TOF) scanners the number of sinogram bins is
even larger and axial compression can be applied directly
during the list-mode acquisition3. Axial compression is
achieved by averaging a set of sinograms with adjacent
values of the oblique polar angle1 (see Fig. 1). This
sampling scheme achieves good results in the centre of
the field of view (FOV). However, there is a loss in the
radial, tangential and axial resolution at off-centre posi-
tions, which is greater for scanners with larger FOVs.
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FIG. 1. Example of a span 11 axial compression in segment
0 for a scanner with 64 rings. In blue, 5 sinogram planes
are compressed into the direct plane sinogram for ring 19. In
dashed red, 6 sinogram planes are compressed into an inter-
mediate position sinogram located between rings 19 and 20.
Despite being used since the beginning of 3D PET re-
construction, there are no extensive studies of the effect
of the axial compression, and its compensation through
reconstruction, on image quality and resolution, except
for the rebinning methods that convert 3D data into
multi-slice 2D sinograms8–10. In TOF scanners, the use
of TOF axial rebinning algorithms can also cause res-
olution loss but to a reduced extent11,12. In addition,
when the data have already been axially compressed
during acquisition, the degradation of resolution can be
compensated for if this process is modelled in the sys-
tem matrix13. To model the axial compression correctly
in the system matrix involves using span-1 projectors,
which are computationally very demanding. The com-
putational burden can be reduced if an unmatched pro-
jector/backprojector strategy is used, where the projec-
tor models the axial compression and the backprojector
does not. It has been shown that using an unmatched
projector/backprojector in the maximum likelihood ex-
pectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm is valid un-
der suitable conditions14,15 and it has been proposed be-
fore to reduce the reconstruction times by using a full
model in the forward projector and a simpler one in the
backprojector16–19.
When axial compression is applied, the point spread
function (PSF) is extremely shift-variant for high span
values. Therefore, special attention needs to be taken to
the effect of modelling the axial compression in the sys-
tem matrix, that is a special case of resolution modelling.
The latter usually shows an enhancement of the con-
trast and an improvement in the resolution of the recon-
structed images20. An apparent noise reduction is also
observed, but at the cost of modifying the noise struc-
ture and introducing higher intervoxel correlations20,21.
Furthermore, resolution modelling suffers from Gibbs ar-
tifacts and can make the reconstruction problem under-
determined22. A possible reason for this effect is that
the imaging system has an effective null space and there-
fore the higher frequencies can not be properly recovered.
This effect was studied by Tong et al23, where the con-
dition number and rank for different resolution kernels
were analysed only in image space. Therefore, studying
the condition number and rank of system matrices that
model the axial compression is a useful tool to have a
better insight into this process.
In this work, we conduct an exhaustive assessment of
the impact of different span choices on spatial resolution,
image quality and computational cost of the axial com-
pression and its modelling in the system matrix that is
used in image reconstruction algorithms. This analysis is
useful for deciding the sinogram size when doing recon-
structions with large data sets, such as motion-corrected
4D PET reconstructions. In addition, when sinograms
are acquired directly with axial compression, we impor-
tantly demonstrate that the image quality degradation
can be compensated for by including a model of that
process in the reconstruction, provided the longer pro-
cessing time is accommodated. Furthermore, we pro-
pose an unmatched projector/backprojector reconstruc-
tion to reduce the computational cost of modelling the
axial compression in the reconstruction. The different
system matrices used in this work were analysed using
the singular value decomposition (SVD) for small sub-
regions of the FOV. The singular value spectrum, along
with the point response function (PRF) modelled in the
system matrix, were utilized to look into the effects of
the axial compression and its modelling in the system
matrix. Simulated data of the Biograph mMR scanner
was reconstructed to assess the image quality and con-
vergence of each method. The contrast and coefficient
of variation (COV) were plotted as function of the iter-
ation number for every expectation maximization (EM)
reconstruction. The image resolution achieved with each
method was also assessed using real data of a line source
scan.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
An assessment of the impact of axial compression on
image quality was performed by simulating data sets for
the Biograph mMR PET-MR scanner (Siemens Health-
care, Erlangen, Germany)24. Additionally, we studied
the effect of modelling the axial compression in the sys-
tem matrix employing two different methods. The sin-
gular value spectrum of each system matrix, as well as
the PRF, were used to have a better insight into the ef-
3fects of axial compression and its modelling. For each
span value simulated, we reconstructed the images, with
and without modelling the axial compression, using the
maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM)
algorithm26. The reconstruction methods were also eval-
uated with real data of a line source scan.
A. The Biograph mMR Scanner
The Biograph mMR scanner has 64 rings and admits
lines of response (LORs) with a maximum ring differ-
ence of 60. It has a transaxial FOV of 59.4 cm and an
axial FOV of 25.8 cm. Each acquisition can be configured
in list or sinogram mode. The system uses a sinogram-
based reconstruction with an axial compression of span
11 and a component-based normalization25. Addition-
ally, the scanner stores span 1 sinograms in interfile for-
mat for each acquisition with both prompts and delayed
events in separate sets of sinograms. This feature brings
the possibility of implementing image reconstruction al-
gorithms without axial compression (span 1) or with any
other span.
The default span 11 sinograms have a total of 837 sino-
gram planes arranged in 11 segments (Fig. 1 shows an
example of the axial compression applied in segment 0).
Each sinogram plane has 344 [radial coordinate] × 252
[azimuthal angle] bins, as no transverse mashing is ap-
plied. For the span 1 sinograms, the number of sinogram
planes is 4084 arranged in 121 segments occupying a to-
tal of 708 MBytes compared to the 125 MBytes of the
span 11 sinograms.
B. Image Reconstruction
A C++ reconstruction library with the MLEM and the
ordinary Poisson ordered subsets expectation maximiza-
tion (OP-OSEM)27 algorithms was developed for the Bi-
ograph mMR. The library uses a projector/backprojector
based on the Siddon algorithm that was implemented for
any span and for CPU and GPU platforms28.
The GPU version was developed in CUDA using a par-
allelization scheme based on a one thread per ray strat-
egy. The sinograms were stored in global memory due
to the large amount of memory required. The image is
stored in texture memory for the forward projector in
order to improve the memory access bandwidth. This
is not possible in the backprojector since the texture
memory is read-only. Moreover, the backprojector uses
atomic instructions to avoid race-condition problems28.
As a result, the projector is more than 5x faster than the
backprojector (Fig. 2). The reconstructions were run
using the GPU implementation on a NVIDIA Quadro
K5200 and the reconstruction times were recorded for
every case.
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FIG. 2. MLEM iteration time for each sinogram size. The
total iteration time is split into the forward projection (blue)
and the backprojection (yellow) times. The storage size in
MBytes for each span value is shown on a blue line and the
right y-axis.
C. Modelling the Axial Compression in the System Matrix
In the MLEM reconstruction, the standard forward
model includes the attenuation, normalization, scatter
and randoms effects29. Therefore each iteration is de-
scribed by:
fk+1 =
fk
XtaLaNa1
XtaLaNa
ba
NaLaXafk + s+ r
(1)
where fk is a vector with the reconstructed image in it-
eration k, ba is the vector containing the span-a emission
sinograms, Xa is the x-ray transform that projects im-
age fk into span-a sinograms, La and Na are diagonal
matrices with the attenuation and normalization factors
respectively, 1 is a unit-valued column vector of the same
size of the sinogram, and s and r are vectors with the
mean scatter and randoms estimates respectively.
To include the effect of the axial compression in the
system matrix, we introduced a compression matrix Ca
that compresses a span-1 sinogram into span-a. There-
fore the EM iteration is replaced by the following equa-
tion:
fk+1 =
fk
Xt1L1N1C
t
a1
Xt1L1N1C
t
a
ba
CaN1L1X1fk + s+ r
(2)
where X1 is the x-ray transform for span-1 sinograms
and ba is the vector containing the span-a emission sino-
grams. We call this method MLEM-MAC (MLEM with
modelled axial compression), and it uses a span 1 projec-
tor, backprojector and normalization.
For the case where the normalization factors are only
available in the original size of the emission sinograms,
the system model used by the algorithm must be approx-
imated according to:
fk+1 =
fk
Xt1C
t
aLaNa1
Xt1C
t
aLaNa
ba
NaLaCaX1fk + s+ r
(3)
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FIG. 3. Singular value spectrum of the span 1, span 11, span
121, span 11-MAC and span 121-MAC system matrices for a
subregion of 8×8×8 voxels located in the centre of the FOV.
In the legend, the condition number of each matrix is shown
in brackets.
where Na and La are the normalization and attenuation
factors for a span a sinogram. For the normalization fac-
tors used in this work, the differences in the reconstructed
images between equations (2) and (3) were negligible.
Therefore, from here on all the reconstructions with the
MLEM-MAC method were performed using equation (2).
D. Modelling Axial Compression in an Unmatched
Projector/Backprojector Reconstruction
Reconstruction algorithms (2) and (3) are both compu-
tationally very intensive. The use of a complete forward
model and a simpler backprojector, in an unmatched pro-
jector reconstruction, has been proposed before to reduce
the computational cost of each iteration16–19. In a sim-
ilar way, we propose inclusion of the axial compression
model only in the forward projection:
fk+1 =
fk
XtaLaNa1
XtaLaNa
ba
NaLaCaX1fk + s+ r
(4)
where Xa is the x-ray transform for span-a sinograms.
We call this method MLEM-MAC-U. This scheme uses a
span-1 forward projector and a span-a backprojector, re-
ducing the computational cost compared to the complete
modelling of the axial compression by avoiding a span 1
backprojection in each iteration.
E. Singular Value Decomposition of the System Matrices
We carried out a spectral comparison between the dif-
ferent system matrices (A) used in this work by com-
puting their singular values using the SVD. This task
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FIG. 4. Singular value spectrum of the span 1, span 11, span
121, span 11-MAC and span 121-MAC system matrices for
a subregion of 8 × 8 × 8 voxels located at (0,130,0) mm. In
the legend, the condition number of each matrix is shown in
brackets.
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FIG. 5. Singular value spectrum of AtA for the span 121,
span 121-MAC and span 121-MAC-U system matrices for a
subregion of 8 × 8 × 8 voxels located at (0,130,0) mm. In
the legend, the condition number of each matrix is shown in
brackets.
is not feasible for a full system matrix because of their
extremely large size. For that reason, we computed the
SVD for smaller system matrices that model the acqui-
sition process only in small subregions of the FOV. Sub-
regions with a size of 8× 8× 8 pixels centred in different
regions of the field of view were used. When applying
axial compression, a voxel in the FOV is affected mainly
by the values of the neighbouring voxels. For this rea-
son, using system matrices for only small patches can still
provide a useful insight into the condition number of the
5full system matrix. Only the LORs that intersect vox-
els of the small subregion were considered in each of the
computed system matrices (i.e. only 1 × 106 sinogram
bins for span 1).
Fig. 3 plots, on a logarithmic scale, the singular values
for the span 1, span 11 and span 121 system matrices,
with and without axial compression modelling, for a sub-
region of 8×8×8 pixels located in the centre of the FOV.
In Fig. 4 the singular values are plotted for a subregion
centred at (0,130,0) mm in the FOV. In both figures, the
condition number of each matrix is shown in the legends.
The system matrices with axial compression modelling
(span 11-MAC and span 121-MAC respectively) repre-
sent the response of a system that applies axial compres-
sion, where multiple oblique sinograms are assigned to
a single direct or oblique sinogram. For these cases, we
can see that the system has a larger condition number
(computed as the ratio between the maximum and mini-
mum singular values) for higher span values. This agrees
with what is seen in resolution modelling, where for wider
PSFs a higher condition number is obtained23. However,
for the subregion of Fig. 3 the condition numbers for the
different system matrices are very similar because axial
compression has a negligible impact in the centre of the
FOV.
System matrices which do not include axial compres-
sion modelling have similar singular value spectra for any
span (e.g. span 1, 11 and 121 in Fig. 4), but they do not
have the same reconstruction performance for real data
since they cannot recover the resolution degradation aris-
ing from the axial compression. Such matrices represent
unrealistic systems that would correspond to acquiring
LORs only along the exact directions of the oblique sino-
gram planes available for that span. It is of interest to
include these cases, as quite often such matrices are used
in idealised simulation studies.
In addition, we compared between the correct mod-
elling of axial compression (MAC) and the unmatched
scheme (MAC-U) using the SVD of AtA. Here we use
the SVD of AtA since for MAC-U the transpose matrix
(without resolution modelling) is only an approximation
of the transpose of A, and therefore both matrices need
to be evaluated together. For the MAC-U system matrix
we used AtaAa−MAC , with:
Aa−MAC = CaX1 (5)
In Fig. 5, the singular values of AtA for span 121, span
121-MAC and span 121-MAC-U are plotted. The condi-
tion number for the unmatched scheme (span 121-MAC-
U) is extremely large, showing that this scheme is very
ill-posed.
The SVD analysis shows that modelling the axial com-
pression makes the system matrix more ill-conditioned
and this is exacerbated for higher span values. For a cer-
tain noise level, the smaller singular values can be con-
sidered as an effective null space. On the other hand, the
SVD spectrum for the span 1 and span 11 system matri-
ces without modelling the axial compression are equiv-
alent, and only slightly different for the extreme case of
span 121. This means that if we simulate sinograms by
projecting span a data and then we reconstruct it, we
would achieve similar results to span 1 simulated and re-
constructed data. This is an expected outcome as 3D
reconstruction is an overdetermined problem.
Finally, the point response functions for each voxel
modelled in the subregion system matrices were used to
understand the correlation and the resolution degrada-
tion when axial compression is applied. The PRFs were
obtained by computing the matrix AtA, which contains
the PRF for a given voxel in each of its columns. It is
important to note that these PRFs do not correspond
to reconstructed point spread functions (PSFs). Using
the PRFs available in the small system matrices, we can
examine how the axial compression averages pixels in dif-
ferent directions for different regions of the field of view.
In the z axis it can be easily understood how the axial
compression works (for example, consider again Fig. 1),
but in the transverse direction it is not as intuitive. Fig.
6 shows the PRF for the central pixel of subregions at the
centre (0,0,0) mm, at (0,130,0) mm, at (-130,0,0) mm and
at (-130,130,-64) mm for the span 1, span 11-MAC and
span 121-MAC system matrices. Each column of images
represents the PRF for a system matrix located in one
of the subregions, while the rows are the 8 slices of each
PRF. In Fig. 6 we can see that the pixels are correlated
in the tangential direction. For example, in the second
subregion (with x = 0 mm) of Fig. 6 the correlation oc-
curs between columns, while in the third subregion (with
y = 0 mm) occurs in rows.
F. Simulated Data and Image Quality Evaluation
We simulated 3D sinograms by projecting an NCAT30
and a Defrise phantom31 into span-1 sinograms. The
detection efficiency of each line of response was simu-
lated by multiplying each projected phantom by span 1
normalization factors, which were obtained by expand-
ing a CBN file of the Biograph mMR scanner25. Next,
we introduced noise to the sinograms by simulating a
Poisson process; we scaled the sinograms to get mean
values of 5 counts (λ = 5) and then generated Poisson
distributed counts for each bin. Finally, we applied an
axial compression to the span 1 noisy sinogram, using a
range of 10 span values that varied from 3 to 121. The
Defrise phantom contained 10 evenly-spaced discs of 10
mm height and 300 mm diameter, inside a cylinder of 210
mm height and 375 mm diameter (Fig. 7). The activity
ratio between the discs and the background was 2:1.
For the NCAT phantom, we performed an additional
simulation that takes into account the point spread func-
tion of the system. In this simulation, the phantom was
convolved with a 4.5 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel prior
to forward projection.
The simulated sinograms were reconstructed using the
ordinary-poission MLEM algorithm and the two pro-
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FIG. 6. Point response functions for the system matrices for span 1, span 11-MAC and span 121-MAC for four different
subregions centred at (0,0,0), (0,130,0), (-130,0,0) and (-130,0,0) in mm. Each PRF is shown in individual columns and the
rows are transverse slices of each PRF.
Transverse View
Coronal ViewCoronal View
Transverse View
FIG. 7. On the left, coronal and transverse view of the NCAT
phantom. In the transverse slice the hot lesion used to evalu-
ate the contrast is in black and the ROIs used for measuring
the background are marked in blue. On the right, coronal and
transverse view of the Defrise phantom.
posed methods to model the axial compression: MLEM-
MAC and MLEM-MAC-U. The image quality parame-
ters were computed for each of the 100 iterations with
the objective of accommodating the different convergence
rates of each method for a fair comparison. The simula-
tions that included the system PSF were reconstructed
without PSF modelling (MLEM and MLEM-MAC) and
with PSF modelling in image space32 (MLEM-PSF and
Transverse Coronal Sagittal
FIG. 8. Transverse, coronal and sagittal maximum intensity
projections of the line source scan.
MLEM-PSF-MAC).
For the Defrise phantom, we computed the contrast
recovery (CR) for each disc using a ROI for each of them
and one for the background. The contrast recovery was
defined as:
CRd =
µd
µb
− 1
Rd−b − 1 · 100% (6)
where CRd is the contrast recovery of disc d, µd is the
mean value of the disc d ROI, µb is the mean value of
the background ROI, and Rd−b is the true activity ratio
between the disc and the background cylinder (equal to
2 in our simulations).
For the NCAT phantom, we computed the COV and
the contrast recovery in a lesion in the lungs by using
7a ROI centred in the lesion and two ROIs in the back-
ground next to the lesion (Fig. 7). Each parameter was
computed for every iteration of the three reconstruction
methods. For this phantom the analysis was repeated for
a noise free simulation and an additional noisy realization
with λ = 1.
G. Line Source Scan
A line source was used to evaluate the impact on the
spatial resolution of the axial compression and its mod-
elling in the image reconstruction. The line source was
located in a oblique direction in the FOV, where the line
sweeps from -160 to +180 mm in x, +100 to +105 mm
in y and the whole axial length in z (Fig. 8). The images
were reconstructed using the ordinary-poission MLEM
algorithm and the two proposed methods to model the
axial compression. The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) in each direction was computed for each it-
eration.
The FWHM in the x and y axes were computed for
each transverse slice and the FWHM in the y and z axes
for each sagittal plane. The FWHM was computed us-
ing the coordinates of the maximum value for each plane,
then analysing each 1D profile centred in the maximum
pixel for each axis and obtaining an interpolated coordi-
nate value for the half of the maximum pixel value.
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FIG. 9. COV and contrast recovery in disc number 5 as func-
tion of the iteration number for the standard MLEM recon-
structions of the simulated sinograms for the Defrise phantom
for all the span values used.
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FIG. 10. COV and contrast recovery of the hot lesion as func-
tion of the iteration number for the standard MLEM recon-
structions of the simulated sinograms for the NCAT phantom
for all the span values evaluated.
III. RESULTS
A comparison of the standard MLEM reconstruction
for different span values is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10,
where the COV and CR are plotted as function of the
iteration number for the Defrise and NCAT phantoms
respectively. It can be seen that performance is similar
among the group of spans 1 to 5 (span 5 shows slightly
better contrast than span 1), but that there is a notable
degradation when span 11 is considered. For span 11,
the contrast was approximately 10% less than for span 1,
which is notable, as the standard mMR axial compression
is span 11. The span 7 reconstruction achieved a similar
contrast than span 11 for the hot lesion of the NCAT
phantom but a higher contrast in the discs of the Defrise
phantom.
Fig. 11 looks at the convergence rate of the two re-
construction methods that model the axial compression
during reconstruction, for span values of 1, 7, 11, 21, 51
and 121, by showing the CR and COV as a function of
the iteration number for the NCAT phantom reconstruc-
tions. In these plots, the results for the standard MLEM
reconstruction were also included. The span 1 (Fig. 11-
a) reconstructions were used as a reference to assess the
proposed methods. These plots show that the method
that fully model the axial compression (MLEM-MAC)
has a slower convergence rate, as would be expected due
to the overall less sparse system matrix, but it achieves
the same contrast value as the span 1 reconstruction with
a lower COV for span values lower to 21. The unmatched
projector/backprojector method (MLEM-MAC-U), with
the axial compression modelled only in the forward pro-
jector, improves the contrast considerably with a faster
convergence rate than MLEM-MAC, but at a cost of in-
creasing the noise. Similar results for the Defrise phan-
tom are shown in Fig. 12.
Transverse and coronal images for the NCAT phan-
tom phantom for span 11 and span 51 are shown in Fig.
13 and Fig. 14 respectively. In both figures, the im-
ages for MLEM, MLEM-MAC and MLEM-MAC-U were
included. To avoid using a fixed iteration number for
algorithms with different convergence rates, we selected
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FIG. 11. COV and CR in the hot lesion of the reconstructed images of the NCAT phantom as function of the iteration number.
The results for the simulations of span 1 sinogram data which are then compressed into span 7, 11, 21, 51 and 121 were included.
images for matched COV, using the COV value of the
MLEM-MAC at iteration 100 as the reference. Using
the same methodology, the transverse and coronal slices
for the Defrise phantom are shown in Fig. 15 for span
values of 11 and 51, for the MLEM and MLEM-MAC
reconstruction methods. It can be observed that the
MLEM-MAC reconstructions have not completely con-
verged at iteration number 100. For the span 51 images,
the effect of resolution degradation is easily observed for
the standard MLEM reconstruction. The improvement
of the resolution with the method that models the axial
compression is demonstrated in these images.
In Fig. 16, the reconstructed images for the simula-
tions that included the system PSF are shown for the
noise-free and noisy simulations. The reconstructions
with PSF modelling only, with axial compression mod-
elling only and then with both effects simultaneously
modelled are shown. It can be seen that when only the
PSF is modelled there is a loss of resolution in the tangen-
tial direction which is recovered when axial compression
is also modelled (third column).
For the line source scan, a comparison of the standard
MLEM reconstruction for different span values is shown
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FIG. 12. COV and CR for disc number 1 of the reconstructed images of the Defrise phantom as function of the iteration
number. The results for the simulations of sinograms with span values of 1, 7, 11, 21, 51 and 121 were included.
in Fig. 17, where the FWHM in the x and y axes are
plotted as function of the iteration number for the trans-
verse slice 30. We can observe that, for this line source,
there is a considerable loss of the spatial resolution in
the x axis but not in the y axis. These results are due to
orientation of the line source, that is approximately par-
allel to the xz plane. A similar effect was observed in the
sagittal plane, where the spatial resolution was degraded
only in the z direction.
The FWHM values obtained when applying the two
different methods to model the axial compression in the
reconstruction are presented in Fig. 18. These results
confirm the compensation of the spatial resolution degra-
dation observed in the simulated data sets. The spatial
resolution degradation due to the axial compression in
the sinograms was successfully compensated for by the
MLEM-MAC method, achieving comparable FWHM val-
ues to the span 1 reconstruction. We found that the un-
matched projector/backprojector had some problems to
recover the spatial resolution in some slices, as can be
seen in the central slice for the span 121 reconstruction
(Fig. 19), where the line source is split into two lines.
With respect to the processing times, Fig. 20 il-
lustrates the iteration time and the maximum contrast
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FIG. 13. Transverse (top row) and coronal (bottom row) slices of the reconstructed images from the NCAT phantom simulations
with span 11 using three different reconstructions method: MLEM (middle-left), MLEM-MAC (middle-right), and MLEM-
MAC-U (right). On the left column, the span 1 image is also presented as the best achievable result. The iteration number
was selected to give matched COV (iterations 74, 75, 100 and 75 from left to right).
Span 1-MLEM Span 51-MLEM Span 51-MLEM-MAC Span 51-MLEM-MAC-U
FIG. 14. Transverse (top row) and coronal (bottom row) slices of the reconstructed images from the NCAT phantom simulations
with span 51 using three different reconstructions method: MLEM (middle-left), MLEM-MAC (middle-right), and MLEM-
MAC-U (right). On the left column, the span 1 image is also presented as the best achievable result. The iteration number
was selected to get matched COV (iterations 53, 36, 100 and 40 from left to right).
recovery in the hot lesion for the reconstructed im-
ages of the NCAT phantom as a function of the span
value. In the standard MLEM algorithm, from span
1 to span 7 there is a negligible impact on the con-
trast recovery but the processing time is reduced ap-
proximately four times. From span 7 to 11, the con-
trast recovery starts to decrease without an important
reduction of the iteration time. From span 11 to 51
the contrast decreases considerably. The MLEM-MAC
method takes almost a constant time for all the recon-
structions, albeit equivalent to a span 1 reconstruction.
The unmacthed projector/backprojector reconstruction
(MLEM-MAC-U) achieves a good contrast recovery with
much lower reconstruction times, although at a cost of a
higher noise as it has been shown previously.
IV. DISCUSSION
The correct modelling of the axial compression
(MLEM-MAC) using sinograms of up to span 21 achieved
similar performance to span 1 reconstructions when using
the contrast in the hot lesion as a metric and this is reflec-
tive of lesion detectability. Furthermore, the COV was
lower in the background around the lesion for MLEM-
MAC compared to span 1. However, the images show
that the noise for MLEM-MAC seems to be correlated in
a circular pattern (see Fig. 14). This pattern is related
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FIG. 15. Transverse (top row) and coronal (bottom row) slices of the reconstructed images from the Defrise phantom simulations
with span 11 and span 51 using the MLEM and MLEM-MAC methods. In the left column, the span 1 image is also presented
as the best achievable result. The iteration number was selected for matched COV (iterations 54, 53, 37, 76 and 99 from left
to right).
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FIG. 16. Transverse slices of the span 51 reconstructed images
from the NCAT phantom simulations which included the sys-
tem PSF in the simulation. On the top row, the reconstructed
images for noise-free simulations at iteration number 100 are
shown; while on the bottom row, the reconstructions for the
noisy simulations at iteration numbers 100, 70 and 100 are
shown.
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FIG. 17. FWHM in the x and y axes in slice number 30 for the
line source acquisition for different levels of axial compression.
to the way that axial compression works in the transverse
plane. In Fig. 6, the PRF for the method MAC shows
that the axial compression blurs pixels only in the direc-
tion of x for a source on the y axis and vice versa; and for
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FIG. 18. FWHM in the x axis in the slice number 100 for
span values of 1 (a), 11 (b), 27(c) and 121 (d) for the three
reconstruction methods: MLEM, MLEM-MAC and MLEM-
MAC-U.
positions displaced both in x and y the blurring is along
a diagonal direction. This results in spatial noise corre-
lations, such as the circular texture seen in Fig. 14, can
also give rise to a lower spatial COV, as observed in the
MLEM-MAC reconstructions. As already known, resolu-
tion modelling (of which axial compression modelling is a
special case) changes the noise correlations in the recon-
structed images. This is also observed in Fig. 16, where
for the noise-free simulations the circular texture is not
observed showing that this is an effect of the noise cor-
relations arising from axial compression modelling. For
the unmatched projector/backprojector (MLEM-MAC-
U), the circular noise correlation was not present since
it is only during the backprojection stage that the voxels
are correlated in image-space.
The resolution recovery works well for axial compres-
sion of span values lower than 21 but for higher span
values the resolution cannot be compensated for com-
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FIG. 19. Central slice of the reconstructed images of the line
source scan at iteration number 60 for MLEM reconstruction
for span 1 and 121 and for the MLEM-MAC and MLEM-
MAC-U methods for the span 121 sinograms. A rectangular
area centred on the source has been zoomed to aid visibility.
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FIG. 20. Reconstruction Time, in a logarithmic scale, vs
Contrast Recovery in the reconstructed images of the NCAT
phantom, for different choices of span, for the three recon-
struction methods.
pletely and some artifacts are visible. A possible reason
for this outcome is the large condition number of the sys-
tem matrices when axial compression is applied. For high
span numbers, the lower singular values drop steeply and
this could be interpreted as an effective null space. As
a result, the higher spatial frequencies cannot be recov-
ered properly. This is observed in the SVD of the system
matrix with axial compression modelling (MAC) in Fig.
4. This effective null space could be noise-dependent for
certain span values, where the noise level is higher than
the high frequency components to recover. In the SVD
plots we could visualize the noise level as a horizontal
line setting a threshold below which certain frequencies
cannot be recovered. In Fig. 21 the COV and CR in
the hot lesion of the reconstructed images of the NCAT
phantom as a function of the iteration number are shown
for a noise free simulation and two noisy realizations with
λ = 5 and λ = 1. For span 11 (top graph) the resolu-
tion loss is recovered completely for the three different
realizations. For span 51 (bottom graph) the resolution
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FIG. 21. COV and CR in the hot lesion of the reconstructed
images of the NCAT phantom as a function of the iteration
number for three different cases: noise free, a noise realization
with a sinogram bin mean value of 5 and a noise realization
with a sinogram bin mean value of 1. Top: the results for span
11 sinograms and the methods MLEM and MLEM-MAC are
compared with the span 1 reconstructions. Bottom: the same
comparison is made for the span 51 sinograms.
loss cannot be totally compensated for, even for the noise
free simulation. Therefore for span 51, this effective null
space is not given by the noise, but by the axial compres-
sion itself (for a given sinogram and image size).
In Fig. 21, we also show the COV and CR for the
MLEM and MLEM-MAC reconstructions of the noise-
free span 5 simulation. In these results, it can be seen
that the span 5 reconstructions do not outperform the
span 1 reconstruction. Therefore, the apparent better
performance of span 5 reconstruction in Fig. 10 and Fig.
11 was possibly a noise effect.
With respect to the reconstruction of the line source
scan, the resolution was degraded only in the direction
of x and z because the line source was located paral-
lel to the xz plane. This is consistent with the PRF of
systems that employ axial compression (MAC), where in
the transverse planes the resolution is degraded mainly
tangentially, as was shown previously (Fig. 6).
Regarding the computational cost, each reconstruction
is proportional to the number of sinogram bins to pro-
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cess. For example, the span 1 reconstructions are approx-
imately 5 times more computationally demanding than
the span 11 reconstructions. However, in our specific im-
plementation, where symmetries are not used, bins with
zero counts in the emission sinogram do not need to be
projected or backprojected and that reduces the differ-
ence to 3-4 times for a typical reconstruction with the
sinogram sizes aforementioned. The implementation of
the system matrix with axial compression involves using
a span-1 projector and backprojector, for this reason the
computational cost is similar to a span-1 reconstruction
(the additional axial compression operator is negligible in
computational cost compared to the projection and back-
projection). In the unmatched projector/backprojector
reconstruction, where the axial compression is modelled
only in the forward model, the computational cost is
a span-1 projection and a span-a backprojection. For
the case of our reconstruction library, the reconstruction
times are considerably reduced since the backprojector
is more than 5 times slower than the forward projector.
Taking into account these considerations and the per-
formance of the MLEM-MAC-U algorithm, the use of
the unmatched projector/backprojector is a reasonable
option to enhance contrast for axially-compressed scans
when, for example, reconstruction times are critical such
as in dynamic studies. However, special care needs to
be taken for high span numbers, because in these cases
the matrix AtaAa−MAC has a considerably larger condi-
tion number than the matched version (see Fig. 5), and
therefore is prone to increase the noise and to introduce
artifacts.
V. CONCLUSION
Based on the simulation results, axial compression ap-
plied in PET has a negligible impact for span values of
3 and 5. For span 7 there was a loss of contrast of 5
percentage points in only one of the phantoms but the
computational cost is reduced considerably by a factor
of 3. For span 11, which is the standard sinogram span
for the Biograph mMR scanner, a loss of contrast of 5 to
10 percentage points was observed in the two simulated
phantoms. Therefore, an axial compression with span 7
seems to be a good compromise with respect to resolution
and processing times, when this effect is not modelled in
the system matrix, which is routinely the case in practice.
When the acquired data undergo axial compression,
the degradation of the image resolution can be compen-
sated for by modelling this effect in the system matrix
at the expense of a considerably higher computational
cost, but this can only be completely compensated for
at lower span values (lower than 21 in our experiments).
For higher span values, an improvement in the contrast
was achieved, but it could not attain to that observed
for the span 1 reconstructions. A hypothesis for not be-
ing able to accurately recover the resolution loss for high
span values is the large condition number of the system
matrix and the generation of an effective null space in
the system. Furthermore, the methods that fully mod-
elled the axial compression in the system matrix showed
a circular pattern that agrees with the intervoxel corre-
lations present in the system matrix. These intervoxel
correlations are larger for higher span values and arti-
ficially reduce the noise when a region-based metric is
used.
The use of an unmatched projector/backprojetor
proved to be a practical solution to compensate for the
spatial resolution degradation at a reasonable computa-
tional cost. However, for large span values, this can come
at the cost of increased noise and also being more prone
to artifacts when compared to the more correct method
of using a matched projector/backprojector.
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